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 Tse of the Folded Arms People clan is plagued by horrible nightmares. In these 
disturbing moments, a fire ghost attempts to strangle Tse to death.  
 Tse's sleeplessness from this torment is wrecking his health and driving him to dangerous 
delusions. One night during a diagnosis ceremony, he nearly strangles his beloved ten year-old 
daughter, Haseya, thinking she is his tormentor. Her life is saved by family attending Tse’s 
diagnosis: his eight-month pregnant wife, Ooljee, and several of her brothers. Shocked at what 
he’s nearly done, Tse is convinced it’s time to find more drastic measures to cure him. 
 The next day, the hand trembler that attended last night’s ceremony gives Tse the 
diagnosis. Haseya is outside the hogan, eagerly eavesdropping on the group inside. She is a 
strange-looking child, with a patch of white hair and a root-like scar over her face. Inside the 
hogan, the hand trembler reveals Tse has the “ghost sickness.” However, none of the medicine 
people in the community know how to perform the only ceremony that will cure him: the Evil 
Way. Frustrated, Tse knows if he waits any longer, he will inflict harm upon the family he loves. 
 That afternoon, he and Ooljee are visited by Sicheii, one of their shepherds hired to 
handle their sheep. Sicheii reveals he has heard about Tse’s illness and knows a healer who can 
perform the Evil Way. Eager, Tse begs for details. Sicheii provides them, the catch being the 
healer is old, blind, and lives a three-day trek at a place called “Where Sheep Fall In.” 
 Ooljee forbids her husband to travel in his condition but Tse is desperate, and Ooljee 
consents only if he has company. Ooljee convinces her sister, Chooli, to allow her two carefree 
sons, Gaagii and Klah, to accompany Tse, along with Haseya’s older childhood friend, Nastas of 
the Bitter Water clan. Haseya senses something is wrong and expresses worry about the trip. 
 The four men leave on horseback near dawn. Haseya bids her father goodbye, and as she 
holds her mother in comfort, she focuses intensely on the group’s horses. As if guided by 
invisible forces, they slowly turn and make their way back until Ooljee reprimands her daughter 
for using her unique abilities of telekinesis again. Judging Ooljee’s frustration at Haseya, this is 
not the first time Haseya has done this, and it’s obvious Ooljee does not like this quality about 
her daughter. Haseya stops and the horses resume their journey.  
 The four men travel. Tse struggles with his illness while his two nephews are excited to 
explore news lands. Nastas assists Tse whom he sees as a father-figure.  
 One night at their camp, Tse has a dream unlike the others he is used to having. In this 
dream, he recalls the day Haseya was born. He was younger, in health, and Ooljee was pregnant 
with Haseya. They were herding sheep when a freak lightning storm blew in and Ooljee was 
struck with lightning. The force of the blow made her unconscious, close to death, and forced her 
to give premature birth to Haseya. Panicked, Tse attended his wife to discover the dead child, but 
as the rain intensified, the child moved, returning to life, and the raindrops around them 
suspended in motion. Tse knew then this child before him would be unlike any other. 
 Tse is awoken from his dream when someone blows something powder-like in his face. 
He looks around. In the distance are two shapes, moving quickly in the night. They are like 
coyotes and Tse obeys the impulse to follow them. He mounts his horse and follows them 
through foreboding rock formations, until he finds himself before a decrepit hogan. He goes 
inside to find the healer, a kindly blind old man named Bidzii. After making formal 
introductions, the healer agrees to assist Tse, and begins the process of the Evil Way ceremony.  
 However, Nastas has awoken Gaagi and Klah at camp. Concerned about Tse’s 
disappearance, Nastas convinces the two to help find Tse. They track Tse until their horses 
become skittish. Nastas moves alone to the decrepit hogan, the other two unwilling to go. 
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 Nastas enters the cave but what he sees is unlike what Tse is experiencing. Nastas 
witnesses a skinwalker (witch) at work: a disgusting hybrid of an old man and a coyote, 
surrounded by corpse parts, performing a desecrated version of the Evil Way ceremony for Tse. 
Nastas tries to move to rescue Tse, but a powerful force holds him down.  
 In Tse’s less-horrifying experience of the ceremony, Bidzii as the old man puts his hands 
on Tse to “see” into Tse’s past when the ghost came into being. In this flashback, a younger 
Haseya plays near a river where she communicates with fish. A passing man sees her and 
accuses her of witchcraft. Tse appears and as the man threatens to reveal his discovery, a rock 
flies from nowhere to hit him on the head. Tse turns to Haseya, knowing his powerful daughter is 
at fault, and tells her to leave. Haseya reluctantly does, but the hurt man is determined to tell 
others. The two men fight. Tse kills the man by a blow to the head with his axe.  
 Bidzii coaxes the ghost of this man to appear from Tse’s body and destroys it. Tse 
crumples in exhaustion. Bidzii leans over, takes a slice of Tse’s hair and buries it, a sorcery 
gesture common to skinwalkers. Tse comes to. He is robust again, healthy.  
 For his services, Bidzii expects payment, pleased to learn Tse is wealthy. The agreement 
between them is five skinned and butchered sheep from the plentiful Salt flock.  
 Nastas, meanwhile, has been ousted from the hogan by a powerful force. He explains his 
experience to Gaagi and Klah who make fun of him. They assure him he is seeing things, and as 
Tse and a kindly old Bidzii appear outside the hogan, Nastas is not sure of what he really saw. 
 Tse sends out Gaagii and Klah to slaughter and deliver the sheep, while he and Nastas 
return home. The two lazy young men, however, cheat Bidzii by giving him butchered carcasses 
of antelope, an easier catch but worse grade meat, thinking the blind old man will not be able to 
tell. They are wrong. Enraged by the deceit, Bidzii shape shifts into the ugly hybrid of coyote 
and man, and sets out at unusual speed from the hogan. 
 That night while the two young men set camp, Bidzii kills Gaagi by butchering him like 
an antelope. Bidzii lets Klah go intentionally, and the boy manages to mount his horse and get 
away, but Bidzii is already off at alarming speed, headed straight for the Salt wintering grounds. 
 At home, Haseya helps her mother by fetching water. While at a pond, something coyote-
like runs at her, but she deflects it by mentally hurling a rock. Haseya stares as an old man rolls 
over the ground, a coyote pelt falling from his body. The two stare at each other, stunned. This 
man is Bidzii, shocked at this girl’s abilities. He ducks away as Haseya starts for him. She finds 
Bidzii’s strange coyote pelt having fallen from him, and she hides it in her water vessel. 
 Later that afternoon, Haseya wants to explain what she saw, but the Salts are too busy 
with Tse’s and Nastas’ return, and she’s not sure how her mother will react to her keeping a 
coyote pelt, a thing feared by most Navajo.  
 The next day, there is a wedding celebration. Klah appears, shaken, to reveal to all what 
has happened. Chooli is frantic about Gaagi. Desperate to learn the cause, Tse rides back to 
“Where Sheep Fall In.” Ooljee begs for Nastas to follow him and bring him back. He agrees. 
 When Tse enters the decrepit hogan this time, however, he only finds the rotting antelope 
corpses, and many other human ones as well. Tse panics to realize his healing was done by a 
skinwalker when the walls of the hogan close in, breaking into fire. He escapes as Nastas 
appears. Nastas is now assured that his witnessing of a skinwalker at work was real.  
 That night, however, Bidzii as an old man sorts through clay pots to locate his missing 
coyote pelt. Haseya sees him. She fights him over the pelt and it rips in two. Bidzii has enough to 
transform into the skinwalker and terrifies Haseya as he becomes a monster. Grinning at her, 
Bidzii dashes away. Realizing the power of the piece of coyote pelt she has, Haseya buries it.
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 Bidzii later brutally kills Klah. The devastated Salt clan holds their four-day mourning 
ritual, burying Klah’s body and his valuables of pelts and jewelry. Sicheii, however, comes by 
the grave shortly after to remove the body and valuables. He takes them to a cave where Bidzii is 
at work, creating corpse powder from the skulls of children. Sicheii tells Bidzii about a wealthy 
old man, Yiska, who corals his sheep at sundown nightly, and does it alone. 
 Tse and Nastas return home to a bereft group. Tse intently returns to his hogan to look for 
his rifle as he asks Ooljee about Sicheii’s whereabouts. He wants to question Sicheii about 
Bidzii. Before he can leave however, a small mob appears outside his hogan, demanding to speak 
to Tse. Ooljee steps out, and fearing community retribution and gossip about skinwalkers, she 
keeps the group at bay by reminding them of the generosity Tse has displayed for them in the 
past. The men dissipate, but not before Ooljee can see them speak with Chooli.  
 Tse heads out to look for Sicheii but his camp sight is cleared out. Only a skinned coyote 
hangs from a branch, rotting and putrid. His vision goes foggy and he blacks out. When he 
comes to the next morning, he’s face-down in the forest. He can’t remember how he got there or 
what his mission was. He locates his horse and leaves, passing a sheep coral where several of 
Tse’s community stand in fear, including Ooljee. Tse enters the coral to discover that Yiska was 
murdered the night before, his throat ripped out. Eager to get out of there, Tse leaves. 
 He’s stopped short however, by the men that had visited his hogan last night, now a 
witch-hunting mob led by Chooli. They bring forth other medicine people. They question the 
group, determined to find the witch. As they focus on Tse, he has another memory lapse, unable 
to explain his experience with Bidzii. The group becomes suspicious until Ooljee comes forth 
with Nastas. Unable to speak about what he really saw without causing harm to Ooljee’s 
husband, Nastas lies and defends Tse, saying their trek was to visit a real healer, not a 
skinwalker. The group turns their attention to a medicine man, and as things become heated, 
Chooli shoots and kills the man. 
 Alone later that evening, Haseya puts on the coyote pelt. This allows her to travel quickly 
and she follows the skinwalker tracks from Yiska’s coral. She comes upon a cave and enters. 
Here she witnesses Bidzii as an old man, pulling apart corpses in preparation of his powerful 
poison. While Bidzii is distracted, Haseya steals the corpse powder and leaves.  
 Some distance from the cave, she hears Nastas and follows him as he appears to Chooli. 
His consciousness is heavy after witnessing the wrongful death of a healer. He reveals the truth 
about what he saw with Tse and the skinwalker, and the group prepares to go after Tse. 
 Terrified, Haseya runs back with great speed to her father to warn him. Tse, Haseya, and 
Ooljee leave, on the run from Chooli’s witch-hunting mob and Nastas to whom Chooli has 
promised they will not harm Ooljee or Haseya. Tse’s intense mood and combativeness worry 
Ooljee and she fears for her and Haseya’s safety. 
  The journey into higher mountain terrain becomes more dangerous in a snowstorm. Both 
groups settle for the night, but Bidzii and his accomplice Sicheii are close. Bidzii in monster 
form appears to Chooli’s posse that night, causing discord and fear, with the men firing shots at 
him but hitting each other. Nastas manages to get away, carrying his bow and arrow. 
 Meanwhile, while Haseya and Ooljee sleep, Tse teeters on the brink of lunacy, still 
fighting the influence of Bidzii’s sorcery. He hears Sicheii voice and follows it to a clearing. 
Here Sicheii plants doubt in Tse, doubt in his wife’s and daughter’s loyalty to him. But as it 
looks that Sicheii is succeeding, Tse shoots into the forest, killing Sicheii.  
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 That morning, Ooljee goes into labor. Seeing Tse is not there, she tries to convince 
Haseya to get away from Tse. Haseya refuses to abandon her father, and runs to find him to 
assist with the coming of her baby brother.  
 On her own, Ooljee grabs a knife and leaves the camp, running into Nastas. He promises 
to get Haseya from Tse, and they part ways after they set a meeting point.  
 Locating Tse, Haseya tries to convince her father to come help with Ooljee but sensing a 
presence, Tse fires his gun into the forest, demanding Nastas appear. Nastas proclaims he comes 
in peace, despite the bow strapped around his back. The two men are at a standoff when Ooljee’s 
screams fill the air. Haseya runs to find her mother, stopping to put on her coyote pelt to grant 
her speed. At gunpoint, Tse forces Nastas to assist and the two men follow Haseya. 
 The little girl, however, comes upon a gruesome scene. Her mother lies near death and 
whispers to Haseya that she stabbed at the thing that took the baby. She points to the blood trail 
and dies. Tse and Nastas appear, aghast at the scene. Seeing his daughter in a coyote pelt, Tse is 
convinced Haseya is now a skinwalker and shoots at her. Haseya flees at lightning speed. Nastas 
takes this distraction to let an arrow fly at Tse, landing one in his leg. Nastas takes off on 
horseback to follow Haseya and Tse struggles to pursue, the arrow in his leg slowing him. 
 Haseya follows Bidzii’s blood trail to the cave and enters. There, Bidzii has hidden the 
crying newborn that Haseya is desperate to find. Nastas enters the cave, calling for Haseya. 
Ultimately worried for his safety, Haseya removes her coyote pelt to reveal herself and finds 
him. The two reconcile and Nastas agrees to trail her as a watch for Tse or the skinwalker.  
 In the strange illusions of the cave, however, the two separate. Haseya continues alone 
when Bidzii speaks. He makes an offer: he will teach her witchery and work for him. She will 
never be ill, never need for anything, and her brother, father, and Nastas will survive. 
 Haseya is about to say yes when Tse appears behind her, gun pointed at her. He stares, 
fighting between the sorcery and his natural fatherly instincts. Haseya begs her father to see it’s 
she and removes her coyote pelt when blood drips from the ceiling. Tse glances up and shoots 
his rifle into the darkness. Bidzii falls from the ceiling where he has been hiding like a spider. He 
is wounded but fights Tse, inflicting a mortal blow. 
 Hearing her baby brother cry, she runs to find him, but Bidzii tracks her in his monstrous 
form as Tse dies. Nastas overhears the commotion and runs in the direction of the chaos, 
stopping to find Tse’s dead body. He takes the rifle and follows Bidzii’s generous blood trail. 
 Haseya finds her brother and takes him into her arms but Bidzii appears. Haseya attempts 
to use her telekinesis to hurl things at him, but is no match. Haseya tries to back away as Bidzii 
moves to her. Nastas appears when Bidzii lunges for an attack. He lets his last arrow fly, and hits 
the skinwalker in the shoulder, setting him off. Bidzii grabs Haseya’s leg as she runs past, 
pulling her to the ground where she falls against the grave-robbed loot of the dead. Nastas tries to 
fire Tse’s rifle but the bullets are gone. As the injured Bidzii pulls Haseya to him, she reaches for 
the small pouch hanging from her waist and opens the corpse powder. Holding her breath, she 
tosses it at Bidzii. The skinwalker freezes from his own creation, long enough for Haseya to grab 
a rifle from the loot pile, and turn to shoot Bidzii in the head. The skinwalker shivers and 
collapses, returning to his normal state of an elderly man as he dies. 
 Outside the cave, the sun is high in the cloudless sky. A ragged Nastas appears, followed 
by Haseya who caresses her baby brother who is alive. She puts the baby aside, and the two build 
a fire. There, they toss the numerous grave-robbed valuables of the dead. As the jewels, pelts, 
and saddles burn, the ghosts of those that owned them appear, relieved as they turn to continue 
their natural spiritual journey north. Klah and Yiska are amongst them. 


